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I. Introduction

In the context of the global Blockchain industry is in a substantial
development momentum, the establishment of cryptocurrency
exchanges to meet users' needs is inevitable.

In addition, centralized exchanges with new features that adapt to
the diverse needs will become even stronger in the later periods.
They will become an important bridge in bringing users access to
the future of world finance.

Based on this vision, FMCPAY was established with the enthusiasm
of the founding team. This white paper will provide full details
about FMCPAY Exchange, as well as about its native token, $FMC.
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Poor technical performance:

Poor liquidity:

Unprofessional customer support:

II. Problems

Some of the problems that cryptocurrency exchanges are
currently facing:

A good centralized exchange needs to ensure that its database
platform runs smoothly and can handle a large amount of user
activity. Since some current exchanges cannot meet this condition,
FMCPAY's professional team has optimized the stability of the
system, providing a convenient and safe trading platform.

Newly established exchanges often face the problem of low
liquidity, leading to high slippage rates, especially during a bear
market when trading volume drops. Advised by experts who have
worked at leading exchanges and advanced technologies, FMCPAY
can ensure ample liquidity and low slippage rate.

When it comes to an exchange, the team understands that it is not
just about cash flow, technology, profits, but also customer
experience. Any questions and complaints from users will be
handled by us in the most professional and fastest way.
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III. FMCPAY Exchange

About FMCPAY Exchange:

Officially put into operation from April 2021, FMCPAY is a
cryptocurrency and digital asset exchange, headquartered in the
United States. Built on the TRON blockchain, FMCPAY can
guarantee security, transaction processing speed, network
scalability and reliability.

Feature Rollout:

At the present time, FMCPAY is providing the following features:
- Spot trading
- P2P
- Margin trading
- Staking
- Tokenized Stocks (Coming soon)

As FMCPAY's user base grows, many new features will be added in
the future.

Matching Engine:

FMCPAY's order matching mechanism allows processing and
maintaining up to 1,000,000 transactions per second, minimizing
order congestion and help users trade conveniently.
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III. FMCPAY Exchange

Coins and Tokens:

FMCPAY currently supports trading pairs in the following coins:

- Bitcoin (BTC)
- Ethereum (ETH)
- Fimarkcoin (FMC)
- PayNet Coin (PAYN)
- Tron (TRX)
 
And more than 60 trading pairs. More coins will be added overtime.

Device Coverage:

FMCPAY is now available on:

- Website: https://fmcpay.com/
- IOS devices:
https://apps.apple.com/sg/app/fmcpay/id1573381060
- Android devices: https://play.google.com/store/apps/de-
tails?id=com.bitcoinexc&hl=vi&gl=US&pli=1

As the number of users increases over time, FMCPAY will be
available on more platforms and devices.
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III. FMCPAY Exchange

UI Preview:

Website:

Website trading interface:
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UI Preview: 

III. FMCPAY Exchange

Mobile:                                                    Mobile trading interface:
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III. FMCPAY Exchange

Revenue Model:

   

Support:

Any questions or complaints from customers will be resolved
quickly and reasonably with our experienced customer care team.
Currently, FMCPAY team only provide support in English. Support
option in other languages will be available in the future. If user has
any problems or concerns, please contact the FMCPAY team via:

- Email: support@fmcpay.com
- Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/fmcpay
- Twitter: https://twitter.com/FMCPay
- Telegram: https://t.me/FMCPAYGlobalChat
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FMCPAY revenue will come from the following sources:

- Trading fee: the fee rates depend on fiat markets and trading 

pairs. Based on the level of your account, we have different 

transaction fee reductions and requirements.

- Withdrawal fee: each token/coin will have a different withdrawal 

fee. We will adjust the withdrawal fees according to the 

cryptocurrency market’s performance.

- Margin fee: the interest rate depends on investor's borrowed 

funds.

- Listing fee: apply to token/coin list on FMCPAY.

- Other fee: apply for future features of the FMCPAY ecosystem.



Token symbol FMC

Launch year 2021

Blockchain TRON (TRC20)

Total supply 128.318.618.918

Consensus mechanism Proof of Stake (POS)

Contract TF8EjxT89LmcUNKV3fq55oeD5V44V7tjo2

IV. Fimarkcoin (FMC)

About Fimarkcoin (FMC):
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Fimarkcoin is the native token of FMCPAY Exchange, aiming to simplify 

payment processes and enable efficient co-payment of transaction 

fees and travel expenses. It offers a streamlined approach to 

co-payment, reducing friction and enhancing the payment experience.



IV. Fimarkcoin (FMC)

Token Utilities:

At the moment, the purpose of using FMC Token on the exchange
is mainly to pay for transaction fees, exchange fees and other
services in the financial ecosystem of FMCPAY. FMC holders can
get special offers when new features are released in the future.

Allocation:
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20.09%

Community

Community

Team Dev

Team Dev

GEF (Growth Ecosystem Fund)

GEF (Growth Ecosystem Fund)

Investor

Investor

18.95%

28.53%

32.42%



IV. Fimarkcoin (FMC)

Repurchasing Plan:
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Every year, FMCPAY team will use a part of profits to repurchase 
token FMC and burn them until 50% of total supply is burned. All 
buyback transactions will be announced on the blockchain and on 
FMCPAY's communication channels.



V. About the team

A world-class team:

Integrated with many outstanding features, what makes FMCPAY

successful is the solid team behind it. FMCPAY's team includes

contributions from leading experts in traditional finance, fintech

and cryptocurrency. They are the ones who really understand how

a cryptocurrency exchange works, as well as how to provide the

best user experience.

In addition, FMCPAY's technical infrastructure is also underpinned

by blockchain engineers and developers with many years of

experience, providing stable, seamless and highly secure operation.

With a shared vision, the team is committed to bringing the best

quality products to users, elevating the trading experience of

investors to a new level.
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VI. Roadmap
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Q2 2021
Launch FMCPAY Exchange
Launch FMCPAY IOS and
Android application

Q4 2021
KYC system test launch
FMC airdrop campaigns

Q1 2022
KYC launch

Launch margin trading

Q3 2022
Add new trading pairs
Upgrading the trading and
deposit/withdrawal system

Q4 2022
List FMC on CEXs
Upgrade staking mechanism

 2023
Listing on CoinGecko

Add more trading pairs and
new token listing

 

Q2 2024
Tokenized stocks trading

Launch Online Payment
Processor for FMCPAY system

Q4 2024
FMCPAY Payment Ecosystem
P2P transactions
Token swap

2025
NFT marketplace
Pool farming
Integration of services and the journey continues...
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VII. Partners
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